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Abstract
In view of the widespread use of virtual voice assistants and/or voice searches on smartphones to find all kinds of in-
formation, this article explores voice search optimisation (VSO) and its application in the journalistic sector. To this end, 
32 semi-structured interviews were conducted with experts representing different professional profiles in the fields of 
journalism, search engine optimisation (SEO) and academic research. On the basis of the data, eight semantic catego-
ries were created and the experts’ perceptions were correlated to identify response patterns. The results confirm the 
existence of various degrees of convergence and divergence between these three professional profiles in relation to 
different dimensions of VSO, such as its definition, its techniques, its current and future strategic role in digital media, 
and its application in journalistic writing. This study confirms that although the use of VSO in digital news media is still in 
its embryonic stages, it will be useful in the medium and long term to train journalists in basic aspects of voice searches. 
In addition, internal SEO departments should be prepared to optimise the visibility of news for virtual voice assistants 
when they become widespread and when the technology companies that develop these assistants define a viable bu-
siness model.
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1. Introduction
Search engine optimisation (SEO), understood as the set of techniques that help position web content in the top results 
on Google or Bing (among other search engines), has become an important business strategy for digital news media 
to increase their audience (Carlson, 2007). Such search engines help users select the most relevant content (Machill; 
Beiler; Zenke, 2008) in response to their searches, and it is for this reason, as well as the increase in hyper-competitive 
internet news, that digital media are highly dependent on SEO (Lopezosa et al., 2020).

In fact, there is a complex relationship between the media and Google and other technology companies (Lee; Chyi, 
2015), characterized by great ups and downs (Marcos-Recio; Sánchez-Vigil; Olivera-Zaldua, 2015) that have caused 
conflicts ranging from audience issues and web traffic to financial aspects through accusations of oligopoly among many 
others (Guallar, 2015). All of this has resulted in the dynamics between both parties conditioning and affecting the 
journalistic industry and its readers (Barr, 2014). However, the relationship between Google and the media can be cha-
racterized by the term frenemies, since Google ensures that its products are also platforms for the media, e.g., Google 
News and Google Discover, among others.

This situation has led to a boom in research on web visibility in journalism, with very interesting studies on the applica-
tion of SEO in digital media, including those by 

- Giomelakis and Veglis (2015) and Charlton (2016), which demonstrate that there is considerable room for improve-
ment in the alignment between journalistic routines and SEO routines; 

- Dick (2011) and Smyrnaios and Sire (2014), who recognise the need to constantly pursue optimal convergence be-
tween the best journalism and the best SEO; and 

- Lopezosa et al. (2021) and Pedrosa and De-Morais (2021), which identify practical SEO techniques applied in journa-
listic writing.

All these studies analyse digital media visibility on digital platforms. However, visibility is constantly evolving, and nowa-
days users also consume information via other channels, such as voice assistants (also called virtual assistants), physical 
assistants such as Alexa and Google Home and others integrated into mobiles, such as Siri or Google Assistant.

In the case of voice searches, i.e., queries spoken to a virtual assistant that then returns a result, there are a number of 
academic studies published in the social sciences (Sa, 2016; Shokouhi; Ozertem; Craswell, 2016; Mairesse; Raccuglia; 
Vitaladevuni, 2016; Hurwitz et al., 2017; Guy, 2018; Lovato; Piper, 2019), several of which include a consideration of 
journalism (Lochrie et al., 2018; Kischinhevsky, 2019; Jung et al., 2019; Fagundes-Pase et al., 2020; Turow, 2021) but not 
of visibility, that is, not of voice search optimisation (hereafter VSO). There have also been numerous industry reports and 
news stories published on the use of voice search technology, both at a general level (Huffman, 2014; Cachón, 2019; Isidigi-
taldata, 2020; Rabit and Pork, 2021) and in the context of digital media (Newman, 2018). It is also possible to find technical 
documentation (Checa, 2020; Makhyan, 2022) with a broad and generalist application, although not directly focused on 
news. However, to date no academic study has focused on voice search optimisation and its application to digital media.

Likewise, the dynamics of voice-based SEO have not yet been studied by the academy. However, we can find sectoral re-
ports and user guides by companies and specialized media (Bonelli, 2017; Gareth, 2019). In this sense, voice-based SEO 
is understood as the discipline in charge of optimizing content so that voice assistants such as Alexa, Google Assistant, 
Siri, and Cortana, among others, offer the most accurate results for conversational queries (Codedesign, 2023). Among 
the recommendations to optimise websites for voice searches are using interrogative keywords, marking the content 
with the Schema.org Speakable scheme (Schema.org, 2018), having a frequently asked questions section, and having a 
website that loads fast, is compatible with mobile devices, and works for local inquiries, among others (Bonelli, 2017; 
Gareth, 2019; Codedesign, 2023).

On this premise, and based on the assumptions (1) that the use of voice searches is recognised as growing in line with 
the consolidation of the market for virtual assistants (Sterling, 2016), and (2) that digital media need to know how to 
programme their news for voice assistants (Newman, 2018), this study offers an analysis of VSO in digital news media. 
To this end, we use semi-structured interviews, a methodology that has already been effectively applied to the study of 
search engine optimisation (Schultheiß; Lewandowski, 2020; Lopezosa et al., 2020; 2021). 

The general objective of this study is to carry out a diagnosis of VSO in the journalistic sector to identify the extent of its appli-
cation in digital media and the challenges involved in implementing voice search optimisation strategies in journalistic writing, 
both on a strategic business level and on the level of training for journalists and SEO teams integrated into digital media. 

On the basis of this main objective, the specific objectives are:

1) To explore the opinions of search engine optimisation experts working in digital media, consultancy firms and 
universities in relation to VSO applied to digital media.

2) To determine whether there is a convergence of perceptions among these different professional profiles with 
respect to the dimensions of VSO applied to digital media. 

3) To identify the knowledge journalists and internal media web visibility teams should have about VSO and to 
propose training recommendations in this regard, whether for editorial staff or in university programmes.
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2. Material and methods
For this study, 32 semi-structured interviews (Coller, 2000; Valles, 2002; Alves; Díaz-Noci, 2019) were carried out du-
ring the first quarter of 2022 with journalists and SEO professionals working for digital media, web visibility experts in 
the field of consultancy and entrepreneurship, and teachers and researchers whose field of study or teaching is search 
engine optimisation.

The participants were selected based on a previous design that covered the different professional profiles mentioned 
above, for which specific data are provided in tables 1 and 2). Secondly, all of them had to have competencies in SEO and 
work in media, business consultancy, teaching, or as a researcher in the field. Thirdly, in accordance with a series of cri-
teria questions (Valles, 2002), identifying who has the relevant information, is more physically and socially accessible, is 
more willing to provide the information and is more capable of communicating it accurately. After requesting interviews 
with the experts identified as indicated above, 32 interviews were carried out (Table 1). 

Table 1. Participants in the semi-structured interviews

Journalists/professionals responsible for SEO at media outlets

Participant Digital media

Natalia Alaminos apuntmedia.co.uk

Alexis Apablaza player8.org

José Luis Cases rankia.com

Nacho Delgado brand.com

Edgard Matsuki boatos.org

Richard Nazarewicz wsj.com

Víctor Pérez prensaiberica.es

Alexandra Ptachick usatoday.com

Ángeles Sánchez grupojoly.com

José Soto eleconomista.com.mx

SEO experts in the field of consultancy

Participant Company/website

David Ayala davidayala.com

Emilio Berenguer interamplify.com

María José Cachón laikateam.com

John Campbell wearerabbitandpork.com

Esteve Castells estevecastells.com

Esther Checa t2o.com

Emilio García campoweb.com

Fernando Maciá Humanlevel.com

Fernando Muñoz fernando.senormunoz.es

Jordi Ordóñez jordiob.com

Juan Pérez agenciaseo.eu

Bruno Ramos brunoramos.es

Álvaro Rondón alvarorondon.com

Natzir Turrado analistaseo.es

Teachers and researchers

Participant Institution

Raquel Escandell University of Alicante

Dimitrios Giomelakis Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Carlos Gonzalo Penela Pompeu Fabra University

Noelia Herrero Barcelona School of Management

Nic Newman Reuters Institute

Leyberson Pedrosa São Paulo State University

María Pérez Pompeu Fabra University

Andreu Sulé University of Barcelona

The interviews were conducted by email and/or via audio recording and then transcribed. The results were then coded 
and analysed using the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti (version 22), a highly prestigious tool that has been 
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used for over 30 years (Muhr, 1991) and has become one of the most widely used in the sector (Paulus; Lester, 2015). 
Specifically, this tool has helped to create categories that have been applied to all dimensions of interview analysis.

Table 2 outlines the design of the professional profiles for the selection of the experts interviewed according to the cri-
teria indicated above (Valles, 2002).

Table 2. Professional profiles

Journalists/professionals responsible for SEO 
at media outlets SEO experts in the field of consultancy University professors 

teaching SEO subjects

Journalist responsible for audiences and SEO 
at a leading international online digital news 
media outlet

External SEO advising digital news media Lecturer in Digital Information and Docu-
mentation at undergraduate level

Technical SEO for an internationally important 
online business media outlet

Voice Search Optimisation Consultant at a 
national SEO agency Lecturer in SEO and Big Data at master’s level

Product, engineering and SEO manager for a 
specialised news website

Founder of an international voice experi-
ence agency

Senior Research Associate of a prestigious 
international research group dedicated to 
digital news media studies

SEO Manager of a national corporate digital 
media group SEO expert for a multinational company Lecturer in search engines at master’s level 

SEO for a regional business digital media group SEO expert for a medium-sized company Lecturer in advertising and public relations 
at undergraduate level

SEO manager at a leading online sports media 
company SEO consultant with own agency PhD and researcher in web visibility and 

digital news media

Head of Digital Content Service and SEO for a 
regional digital news media outlet.

Independent consultant offering SEO 
services to companies.

PhD student researching web quality and 
SEO

Owner of a small digital media outlet who per-
forms basic SEO tasks Owner of an international SEO agency Researcher on semantic SEO and structured 

data 

Editor of an international fact-checking digital 
news media outlet with expertise in web visibility. SEO entrepreneur of digital projects Researcher on web visibility and big data

Journalist with extensive knowledge of SEO 
working for a public media outlet

Independent SEO consultant who also 
provides training and lectures

PhD and researcher on professional profiling 
and SEO

The interview questions and their associated categories configured for Atlas.ti with the intention of coding the inter-
views and obtaining response patterns are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Coding of interviews

Questions/Categories  Objectives/categories

1. Do you know the term ‘voice search optimisation’? (1) Identify whether respondents are familiar with VSO and (2) devel-
op a consensual definition of VSO

2. Do you know or would you recommend any positioning strategies 
for voice searches?

(1) Identify whether respondents are aware of VSO strategies, and (2) 
attempt to standardise VSO strategies expressed by respondents to 
obtain a practical guide for use

3. Do you think voice searches will play a major role for digital news 
media in the short to medium term?

(1) Determine the degree of importance of VSO in digital media ac-
cording to the opinions and arguments of the experts interviewed 

4. Do you think digital news media adequately apply voice search 
optimisation strategies? 

(1) Reflect expert opinion on the effective implementation of VSO in 
digital news media

5. Do you think journalists should be aware of aspects of voice search 
optimisation? 

(1) Ascertain whether journalists and digital media SEO teams should 
have VSO skills in their work, and if so, (2) what VSO skills they should 
learn

Finally, to develop the training models for efficient VSO competencies focusing on the journalist/editor and media outlet 
SEO manager profiles, the following process was adopted:

1) VSO strategies (question 2) and VSO knowledge areas (question 5) were identified based on the results of the 
responses.

2) The answers were semantically compared across the professional profiles (journalists/professionals respon-
sible for SEO in digital media, SEO experts in the consultancy field and university professors and researchers) to 
determine the degree of convergence or divergence between them.

3) Levels of perceived agreement on VSO knowledge areas resulting from the experts’ statements were identi-
fied. A high level of perceived agreement was when all three parties (journalism professionals, SEO consultants/
experts and university professors) expressed the same ideas, a medium level was when two of the three parties 
appeared to agree, and a low level was when all three parties expressed different responses.

4) Training models were developed by selecting high and medium levels of perceived agreement on VSO strate-
gies, skills, and abilities. Low levels of perceived agreement were discarded.
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3. Results
This section outlines the key ideas emerging from the interviews. It begins with an analysis of the degree of consensus 
among the different professional profiles on each of the survey questions. This is followed by the establishment of cate-
gories to summarise the most important ideas, and finally, the proposition of possible training models for VSO compe-
tencies focusing on two professional profiles (the journalist/editor profile and the SEO expert profile) based on the level 
of perceived agreement among the professionals in the scenarios studied. 

In general, the term VSO (question 1) is widely known by the experts: 29 of them were aware of the concept, and althou-
gh for three of them it was a new term, they were aware of the existence of techniques capable of positioning content 
for voice assistants. In this respect, 29 experts recommended specific VSO techniques (question 2); conversely, two re-
commended traditional SEO techniques (those applied to rankings in Google, Bing, etc.) as a process to position content 
for virtual assistants, and one expert said he did not know of any specific strategy. 

Regarding the strategic role of VSO for digital news media (question 3), 23 interviewees considered that it did or would 
play a significant role in the medium or long term; in contrast, seven experts considered that its role was irrelevant or did 
not directly affect digital media, while two were unsure of its role or could not give a clear answer. 

There was a low level of consensus on the effective application of VSO in digital media (question 4). Specifically, 12 of the 
interviewees stated that digital media outlets in general were not applying VSO techniques, although ten respondents 
considered that some digital media outlets were engaging in good VSO practices, five reported that, in general, the num-
ber or quality of VSO techniques being developed was low, and the other five did not know whether or not the digital 
media were currently applying voice search optimisation techniques. 

However, 23 interviewees stated that there was a need for VSO in journalistic practices (question 5), although these 
needs vary, as will be discussed below, depending on the professional profile (journalist/editor or in-house SEO) and on 
changes in the industry and in news consumption in the short, medium and long term. 

Below is an integrative synthesis (connecting the different answers to the same questions) developed using the catego-
ries with Atlas.ti.

3.1. Voice search and VSO
Just as users type their search query into Google in a 
web browser or mobile app, voice searches involve the 
same process but using the spoken word instead. It is 
the search engine’s task to select the results using in-
formation retrieval techniques, applying relevance algo-
rithms, and of course, the whole process of understan-
ding the users’ voice, using natural language processing 
techniques and translating voice into data. Voice sear-
ches could therefore be defined as entities that use the 
spoken word to query a search engine so that the auditory interface returns a unique, unambiguous answer provided by 
either a virtual voice assistant (Alexa or Google Home) or an integrated assistant (Siri, Google Assistant, Cortana, etc.). 

On the other hand, voice search optimisation is a variant of SEO that is defined as the process of semantic and technical 
optimisation of content from the web so that it can be processed, understood and ranked when users ask virtual voice 
assistants. 

The VSO must ensure that the website’s text content is correctly configured to appear as a suggested result when a 
user searches with voice signals. This incorporates the application of a set of technical and content practices aimed at 
aligning a website’s pages with the search intentions of its potential audience when the audience uses voice rather than 
a keyboard as an input interface.

VSO also incorporates the process used by publishers to make programmes or audio items easy to find via voice interfa-
ces such as virtual assistants. In short, voice search optimisation is the process of gaining control of voice search results. 

3.2. VSO strategies
Some of the interviewees consider it unnecessary to carry out specific actions to position themselves in voice searches 
and that it is only necessary to apply traditional SEO strategies, as they believe that there is no specific optimisation 
process for the voice environment for web-based content that has a presence in virtual assistants.

However, most of the responses of the experts interviewed refer to certain strategies additional to or adapted from 
traditional SEO that can help rank content for voice searches. 

General voice search positioning strategies applicable to all types of virtual assistants are outlined below, followed by 
specific strategies for Google Assistant (a virtual assistant mainly active on Google Home and Android mobile devices). 

Voice searches could therefore be de-
fined as entities that use the spoken 
word to query a search engine so that 
the auditory interface returns a unique, 
unambiguous answer provided by either 
a virtual voice assistant or an integrated 
assistant
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At a general level, three scenarios are observable in des-
criptions of techniques for optimising voice searches:

- Strategic scenario: The content needs to be adapted 
to the way users search by voice, i.e., it is necessary 
to know what morphology and syntax tend to predo-
minate when queries are made by means of speech. 
Next, it is necessary to carry out keyword research on 
these queries and then apply them to the website, as according to the experts consulted, there are notable differences 
between voice searches and written queries (keywords), since the former use natural language phrases in the form of 
a question while the latter use single keywords. Finally, tools such as alsoasked.com or answerthepublic.com can be 
used to identify key phrases in the form of questions.

- Technical scenario: It is essential to ensure that the metadata (HTML elements containing information about each 
web page) is adequate, that it is complete, and that the content can be easily read by voice navigators and robots. In 
addition, a high-quality website needs to be developed in terms of both its mobile version and its loading times and, 
finally, page results should have excellent user experience and satisfaction values.

- Content scenario: On the website to be positioned, it is advisable to use expressions that are easy to understand 
with the use of connectors that give rise to concrete explanations. It is also advisable to avoid metaphors that may 
confuse the interpretation of the text. Additionally, the content must be correctly structured, while answering specific 
questions since users make queries in the form of questions. To position the questions, it is necessary to use long-tail 
keywords (long query phrases) in question format, which describe the answer briefly, concisely, and directly in the first 
paragraph. On the other hand, local content should also be considered, as many voice searches are local (e.g., film pre-
mieres in my city; traffic today, etc.). To this end, it is recommended to include specific names of places in prominent 
spaces on the web page, such as in the title or subtitle.

Other aspects to consider have to do specifically with Google Assistant, which tends to read the answer to informational 
questions that are positioned at position zero (Spencer, 2017). In addition, it can read up to a maximum of 45 - 50 words. 
To appear in position zero, experts recommend developing content like lists, rankings, or comparisons. Another element 
that plays a fundamental role in appearing in position zero is the authority of a website’s domain and the factors related 
to what Google calls E-A-T, which stands for Expertise, Authoritativeness, and Trustworthiness (Google, 2021).

Moreover, Google is working on Actions, automatic voice apps derived from web content; Amazon’s version of this is 
called Alexa Skills Kit (Google, 2022; Amazon, 2022). The types of compatible content it has started with are podcasts, 
recipes, news, how-to guides, and FAQs. In order to be able to position this type of content for virtual assistants, it is 
technically advisable to include JSON-LD (data encoding method) structured data fragments, i.e., to mark them seman-
tically with the specific entities of Schema.org (an initiative of Google, Bing, Yahoo and Yandex that allows web content 
to be marked semantically so that search engines can interpret it more easily). 

It is also recommended to use the schema (metadata) called Speakable from the Schema.org language for news. This 
schema, launched in 2018, was created for news publishers to mark the most relevant sections of an article, so that 
Google Assistant can read them aloud (Google, 2018; Schema.org, 2018).

3.3. The role of VSO in digital media
Those experts who believe that VSO does or will in the short/medium term play a significant role in digital media say 
that this is due to the following circumstances: (1) because traffic coming from voice searches is growing; (2) because we 
are moving towards a reality where we seek to satisfy our needs almost instantaneously, and voice assistants offer that 
immediacy; (3) because in the medium term, voice assistants will become mainstream; and (4) because new forms of 
information consumption always tend to add to what already exists. 

Conversely, those interviewed who consider that VSO does not play an important role in the digital news media, at least 
in the short and medium term, agree that this is mainly because for at present there is no clear business opportunity 
that can be monetised (either for digital media outlets or for the companies that develop this technology), and that the 
search results offered by voice assistants are concise, making it difficult at this stage to include reproducible in-depth 
news stories or reports. Added to this is the existence of an obstacle that is slowing down the development of VSO within 
the journalistic sector: the infrastructure itself, which is in the hands of technology companies. For example, if you ask 
Siri a question, Apple’s Siri will look for the result in one of its trusted sources. Apple compiles this list of trusted sources, 
so if a media outlet is not on this list, it is not possible for it to appear as a voice search result.

3.4. Implementation of VSO in digital media
It is generally acknowledged that there is currently no clear application of VSO by digital media, but that this will most 
likely change in the medium/long term.

Optimisation for voice searches is very similar to the usual content writing strategy (question-answer) established prior 
to introduction of voice search technology, which is why digital media usually have optimised content for voice searches 

At a general level, three scenarios are 
observable in descriptions of techniques 
for optimising voice searches: Strategic 
scenario, technical scenario, and con-
tent scenario
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even when such optimisation is not explicit. The major digital news media outlets are making great efforts to optimise 
their content from a semantic point of view by marking their content with Schema.org language schemas, which can 
contribute the most to voice search optimisation.

On the other hand, many respondents observe that digital media outlets are working towards developing the necessary 
skills to become integrated as sources into existing ecosystems (Apple, Alexa, Google, etc.). They also identify that digital 
media companies are currently focusing on work with podcasts or streaming, which is not specifically VSO, or some kind 
of app in assistants that can recite the news. This is very clear in the strategies of radio stations and their websites, as 
most radio broadcasters are very interested in voice search technology because they recognise it as key to their future. 
For example, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and the American Broadcasting Company (ABC) are all aware of 
this, as demonstrated by their strategies to expand their visibility through voice assistants.

3.5. Expertise with VSO among journalists and SEO teams
Some of the experts believe that journalists should create journalistic content and should not focus on voice search op-
timisation. However, they recognise that SEO teams should be engaged in creating specific content for VSO. 

Regarding those who consider that journalists and SEO teams should have specific knowledge of VSO, the levels of 
perceived agreement among the professionals for the knowledge areas identified are shown in Table 4. The responses 
suggest that there is an opportunity for digital media outlets to take advantage of the voice search niche as part of their 
differentiation strategy.

Table 4. Level of perceived agreement among the professionals of the scenarios studied

Knowledge of VSO
Level of perceived agreement

High Medium Low 

Journalists should have a basic understanding of voice search technology. ⚫

Journalists should consider how a user searches via voice assistants before creating their news story. ⚫

Journalists will have to adapt the wording of news stories to how people make voice searches. ⚫

Journalists should be aware of the importance of SEO for today’s media outlets. ⚫

Journalists should learn how to write headlines for digital publishing that will have an impact on voice searches. ⚫

Journalists need to know web technologies and understand the culture of online news consumption. ⚫

Journalists should better structure their interviews to take into account the possibility of being listened to 
via virtual assistants.

⚫

SEOs will advise journalists on how existing news metadata should be adapted and changed for voice searches. ⚫

SEOs will adapt content and headlines to voice searches. ⚫

SEOs will adapt the website on a technical level through microformats or new types of content to improve VSO. ⚫

SEO departments will help and support editorial staff in order to achieve better results in these searches. ⚫

3.6. Training recommendations
Finally, based on the analysis of the interviews and the results obtained, a possible training model has been drawn up 
in the form of a table (Table 5) that includes the profile of a journalist/editor with SEO skills and the profile of a digital 
media SEO expert (but not a journalist).

4. Discussion and conclusions
On a general level, this research offers a diagnosis of VSO in the journalistic sector in order to identify the extent of its 
application in digital media and the challenges involved in its implementation. This represents a new contribution to the 
research on search engine optimisation in the journalistic sector that has been pursued intensively since 2007 (Carlson, 
2007; Smyrnaios; Rebillard, 2009; Giomelakis; Veglis, 2015; Charlton, 2016; García-Carretero et al., 2016; Pedrosa; 
De-Morais, 2021). This area may offer an opportunity for business initiatives with a low opportunity cost, as it does not 
require special investments.

Research on voice search technology and digital media published to date has highlighted the need to 

- work on adapting content to voice interfaces (Fagundes-Pase et al., 2020); 
- adopt agreements between digital news media outlets and voice assistant developers to work towards updating the 

provision of these new ways of summarising news (Kischinhevsky, 2019); 
- be aware of the types of news searches performed by virtual assistants (Jung et al., 2019); 
- consider how news consumption could shape the news agenda (Turow, 2021); and 
- promote the use of technologies that allow news to be read aloud for playback by virtual assistants (Lochrie et al., 

2018). 

All these needs have been explored in this research from the point of view of VSO, resulting in a new research approach.
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At a specific level, this research offers a multidisciplinary expert view of VSO applied to online media outlets through in-
terviews with Spanish and international professionals, in some cases including sectoral reports (Cachón, 2019; Newman, 
2018; Rabit & Pork, 2021) and academic studies (Sulé-Duesa, 2015; Giomelakis; Veglis, 2015; Gonzalo-Penela; Codina; 
Rovira, 2015; Pedrosa; De-Morais, 2021). The expert view expressed here generally tend to have a high degree of con-
vergence, except in relation to the application of VSO in journalistic writing, which has a low level of consensus, possibly 
because the implementation of VSO in digital media is still in its embryonic stages.

The definition offered by experts of the main dimensions of VSO studied here is in line with the main sources of indus-
try information, such as Search Engine Journal (Makhyan, 2022) and Search Engine Land (Jones, 2019), in which they 
explain that optimizing for voice search involves, among other things, answering questions in featured search results, 
paying attention to local content, and improving adaptability to mobile devices. However, this research broadens that 
definition by linking it to the process adopted by publishers to make audio elements easier to find via voice interface. On 
the other hand, in relation to VSO strategies in digital news media and Schema.org, there is a previous study of SEO in 
digital media (Lopezosa et al., 2020) that identifies the importance of VSO, which includes the optimization of technical 
aspects of semantic markup with Schema.org, but does not deal with it in detail. The present study is in line with studies 
asserting that voice search technology will play an important role in information consumption in general (Cachón, 2019; 
Isidigitaldata, 2020), and news consumption in particular (Newman, 2018), but it offers a new level of precision to the 
research. Additionally, this study confirms that there is currently no consolidated view on VSO in digital media, although 
current trends suggest that this will change in the medium term, especially as the use of voice assistants increases.

Limitations
First, there are other interview methods that could have been used, such as ethnographic methods or case studies, which 
could certainly be utilized in future research. Along these lines, a more immersive body of work to analyze, contextualize, and 
enrich these findings could be obtained in the future. The idea of future research for our team or others who wish to explore 
this area is to build a critical perspective on VSO, for which our research could be a good base. The present research could also 
be a good starting point for future research opportunities regarding issues such as the risk of large media groups entering into 
commercial agreements with search engines to appear at the top of searches, or even actors who promote misinformation 
appropriating these techniques to circulate negative or hate speech with political and/or economic motivations.

The second limitation refers to the very technological context of web visibility and the consumption of information 
through search engines. Although voice assistants have been working for years to become essential devices, for now 
they have not succeeded. This has allowed for the emergence of new technologies, among them artificial intelligence; 
more specifically, chatbots such as ChatGPT (Edell, 2023), for which both Google and Bing have opted (Pichai, 2023; 
Mehdi, 2023). However, there is no evidence at the time of carrying out this study that AI has made fundamental con-

Table 5. Journalist/editor training model and in-house SEO team in digital media

Profile Subjects Training in

Journalist

Theoretical orientation to 
voice searches

Introduction to voice searches

Types of virtual assistants

How users are using voice assistants to get information

User-orientation of voice 
searches

Identifying news topics based on long-tail keywords 

Adaptation of content to the user’s search intention by applying a question-answer structure

Content-orientation of voice 
searches

Learning to headline for digital publishing

Keyword optimisation in headlines

Use of uncomplicated semantics giving clear and concise answers within the content

Creation of audio content (podcasting) or summary content tailored to the requirements of 
voice assistants

Organisation of content by blocks that provide answers to users’ questions

SEO team Productive routines

Voice-adapted morphology and syntax

Keyword research tailored to voice searches (usually in question form)

Ways to optimise metadata

Ways to optimise responsive websites and loading speed

Ways to optimise content for local/geographical searches

Ways to optimise content to appear in position zero

Ways of optimising EAT factors

Semantic content tagging taking into account Actions for Google Assistant 

Schema.org Speakable content markup

JSON-LD
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tributions linked to these new recent technological waves, and we believe that in the future it will be necessary to study 
web visibility from the point of view of conversational AI.

Finally, this article has presented a proposal on what journalists and in-house media web visibility teams should know 
about VSO, along with training recommendations. This proposal could be useful in several scenarios: for example, as part 
of the ongoing strategies for training editorial staff, especially in the case of digital media with a perspective focusing 
more on entrepreneurship and new product creation, particularly given the low opportunity cost. This research comple-
ments previous studies on SEO and the possibilities of SEO training both for editorial staff and for students in journalism 
degree or postgraduate programmes. At the same time, it offers insights for digital media SEO experts who may be consi-
dering voice searches for their news content. Overall, this research and other studies published on digital media visibility 
optimisation strategies show that scholars and practitioners need to be vigilant as the information retrieval algorithms 
used by search engines such as Google, Bing, etc., and their platforms are constantly changing. Rather than lamenting 
these unstable conditions, new entrepreneurs need to be mindful of the opportunities they offer. Media editors need 
to be constantly monitoring trends and incorporating them at a reasonable pace in order to provide the public with the 
best services possible. This means naturally embracing the kind of user-centred attitude that more and more media 
outlets are adopting. This article is a modest attempt to support that endeavour.
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